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Open Days…    

At the Open Days you recognize 
stallion owners and well-known 
faces of champion breeders, winners 
at Z-Festival, but with just those you 
never fi ll an indoor hall. ‘We have 
heard so much about Zangersheide 
that we have come to see it for 
ourselves’, says a young couple with 
ambitions in breeding: ‘We heard 
so many positive stories that we 
want to see if they are true. And yes, 
Z does radiate reliability and has 
all the appearance of a well oiled 
organisation you believe you can 
do good business with.’ The Open 
Days exceed their objective. Many 
breeders have already studied the 
stallion catalogue and in February 
want to test their analysis to reality. 
They want to see and touch the 
potential sires of their foals and for 
this purpose the ‘Open Stables’ are a 
patent platform. A look behind the 
screen and looking around in the 
home of the stallions is an important 
indicator for the eventual choice. 
Character is as important as power. 
At the Open Days you can look 
beyond the platform. 

Everyone had something specifi c 
in mind to look forward to; the 
clones of Levisto Z and Chellano Z 
appeal to the imagination, creating 
endless discussion around the bar. 
Newcomers such as Chellsini Z 
(Chellano Z x Cassini I) and Aktion 
Pur Z (Ars Vivendi x Pilot) also 
attract great attention. Then there 

was the fi rst appearance of the clone 
of Gem Twist XX, the revolutionary 
thoroughbred, which everyone has 
been looking forward to for some 
time. 

Every aspect of the Open Days draw 
public. During the guided tour, a 
married couple quietly contemplated 
the fi rst foals of the new year…. with 
a block in their throat and a little 
heartsore: ‘we made our fi rst attempt 
at breeding last year.’ It was a painful 
and false start, their foal did not 
make it to the new year. ‘We come 
all the way from Waasland especially 
to pick out a stallion here, this is our 
fi rst visit to Zangersheide and we 
are happy that we did it. We have 
regained some hope.’ This is typical 
for the charisma of Z, which has an 
exemplary function for many. The 
friends of the Vissenbroek stables 
presented a stallion for the fi rst 
time. Without success. They were 
disappointed, but they were also 
honest: ‘their decision was fair, he did 
not show himself today as he does at 
home.’ They used the occasion to 
take a look behind the screen and 
came to a unanimous conclusion: 
‘we have got to know Zangersheide 
a lot better and this has motivated us 
to go on.’

Newcomers and young breeders feel, 
more than anywhere else, at home 
at Zangersheide. And this can start 
at an early age already. They even 

came with whole bus loads full from 
the Netherlands and Germany to 
Lanaken. A group of girls from riding 
school Van Dongen from Eindhoven 
drifted off to the stables. It is called 
an educational outing. They were 
only interested in one particular 
horse: Levisto Z! They assmebled 
before his stable, smartphones on 
the ready. And Mister Z was only 
too pleased to pose with his young 
fans. Why Levisto Z? Flabbergasted 
looks, rolling eyes; ‘He’s magic’, 
stupid!” A bit further on a group of 
teenagers asks if that saddled horse 
is going to be jumped in a minute? 
And where will that be? They are 
beginning riders and they want to see 
for themselves what goes on in real 
life, at a real stables. One has already 
caught the breeding bug. ‘You do get 
some ideas here, but we do not have 
a budget yet to make investments’. 
Fact is that Zangersheide does 
animate people for the sport and for 
breeding. The stables, the stallions, 
the presentation and organisation 
have an inspirational effect on many. 
You heard it all around you. 

Ab Sprokkereef has two ‘Arabians’ 
for breeding and was there mainly 
as company for his good friend 
Ruud Pijper (who bred the 2008 fi lly 
champion Caribbean Girl Overcinge 
Z, Calvados Z, ed.): ‘I frequently visit 
big stallion shows and selections and 
I just complimented mister Melchior 
about the relaxed atmosphere here, 

‘You go to Zangersheide to follow the market, because there you can see the trends 
of tomorrow.’ This is a quote from Valentijn De Bock, former world champion in Lanaken 
(1998), breeder and trainer of young horses. But not only the experienced professionals 
come to Zangersheide. The Open Days have meanwhile been discovered by a very wide 
public, hobbyists, horse lovers and fans of Zangersheide, who are willing to defy all weather 
conditions to get to the Open Days. The social relevance of Zangersheide goes further than 
the social objectives stated in the articles of association of Zangersheide as studbook, 
stallion station or organiser.

Z is motivating!
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so different from other studbooks 
and stallion shows.’ ‘This is an honest 
affair’, someone further on adds: 
‘They do not give you a sensational 
show, but reality. You get a realistic 
picture of the stallions and that is 
fair.’

Niels De Bruijn from near Breda 
breeds with eight mares and came 
specifi cally to assess the stallions. 
He does not feel that he is obliged 
to any studbook and may well pick 
a stallion from the Z offer: ‘I am 
looking around everywhere, from 
the KWPN in the Netherlands to 
Oldenburg, although I have actually 
said goodbye to the latter. The 
friendships remain and I still have 
several good mares from Oldenburg, 
by Couleur Rubin and Lordano. It 
is those that I want to combine with 
interesting stallions from here. I must 
say that I am very taken by Asca Z, I 
already had some of his sperm when 
he was still a 3-yr-old. I used it for 
a Verdi daughter.’ Niels De Bruijn 
always takes four foals to Z-Festival 
every year. His foals are regularly 
offered at the Zangersheide Quality 
Auction. ‘Zangersheide is doing it 
well, don’t you think, you get a total 
treatment here from A to Z.’ Niels 
De Bruijn follows it all closely. One 
lifetime is too short to gather all the 
knowledge around breeding but you 
can at least try to gather as much 
wisdom as you can. That is why De 
Bruijn was sitting in the front row: ‘I 

really like the clones. At the stallion 
competition in Hulsterlo I happened 
to see Chellano Alpha Z at work 
and I want to take a closer look at 
him here. Crowntano Z also made a 
good impression on me at the time. 
In fact, a stallion competition gives 
a better example’, so Niels De Bruijn 
believes. He has heard a lot of good 
about Chellsini Z and since De Bruijn 
did not yet know this newcomer, he 
wanted to see him from close by. 

Wouter Govaerts and Mark Van 
Den Eynde are breeders who hope to 
become stallion owners in the future. 
They presented Filoubet W&S at 
the stallion selection and admit that 
he did not show himself as well in 
jumping as he could have done. ‘We 
can hardly blame anyone for this, 
we continue to believe in his quality, 
but at this selection the decision was 
fair.’ Wouter is working full time in 
the horse sector. He works at Syntra 
in Hasselt, where he teaches young 
people doing an apprenticeship in 
the horse sector. Teaching is his job, 
stallion keeping his passion: ‘My 
folks were breeders already, having a 
stallion station is my big dream and 
I know that at Zangersheide I get a 
fair chance.’

De Wit has been coming to 
Zangersheide for more than ten years 
already. Does that make him a loyal 
Z-breeder? ‘Well listen, I am married 
to my wife and for the rest I do not 

owe anybody any allegiance. When I 
fi nd a good one, I go there, whether 
that is in Holstein or Zangersheide.’ 
In Lanaken he has a fancy for Levisto 
Z. De Wit has some 15 horses, 5 of 
which are broodmares. He came to 
the Open Days to see the stallion 
collection. ‘I did my homework and 
I am especially interested in that new 
one, Aktion Pur Z. Let us see if he 
can convince me. I normally fi nd 
what I want at Zangersheide. I used 
Levisto Z several times, Zandor Z 
three times already. A few times I 
chose Carthago Z…. Before I make 
a defi nite choice, I fi rst come here to 
look at the Z-stallions. Clintissimo Z, 
for example, is a stallion I discovered 
during the Open Days. Unfortunately 
his foal was born blind. You know, 
Zangersheide is the easiest studbook. 
It is cheap and at the same time you 
can not get a better deal as a breeder. 
What more do you want?

Valentijn De Bock is a well-known 
name in young horse circles. And 
also during the WC of Zangersheide 
his name is regularly mentioned on 
the loudspeakers. In 1998 even with 
a fl ourish of trumpets when Valentijn 
was world champion with the 5-yr-
old Loncorde B. He closely follows 
breeding and youngsters and came in 
particular for the stallion selection: 
‘You have to follow the market and 
at Zangersheide you can see the 
trends of tomorrow. They always 
have something special, like this year 

the clone of Air Jordan. That is some 
jumper!’, says De Bock, a breeder 
himself: ‘As I said, I really liked that 
Air Jordan Alpha Z.’

Ruud Van Oers from Brabant is into 
horses because of his children. And 
in the riding school they go to, they 
breed with Z stallions. That is how 
the outing to Zangersheide can be 
explained. ‘I like to be around horses, 
I spend some time among them every 
days, although it is my kids who are 
the riders, and they do a lot of riding. 
My role is that of chauffeur and today 
without a trailer for once. I like to be 
here and the kids are real excited.

Ludo De Graaf from Beveren Waas 
was looking for two stallions. 
Last year he took his fi rst steps in 
breeding and so far it has not been 
easy. Hopefully he now has his share 
of hardship behind him and will 
do better in the next few decades. 
His fi rst foal died at fi ve months. 
His mare remained barren. In fact, 
anything that could go wrong, did so. 
You would throw your towel into the 
ring for less, but Ludo does not want 
to give up. He wants to try again 
this year with Clarissimo Z. Ludo 
and his wife are recent breeders, 
who resolutely go for Z. ‘That is the 
best there is, anyway, isn’t it? We are 
not interested in the rest. We even 
intentionally looked for and found a 
Z-mare, via the Netherlands. The De 
Graaf family has two daughters in the 

showjumping sport and they hope in 
the long term to provide them with 
their own breeding products. Mrs 
De Graaf freely admits: ‘We have 
been a fan of Judy Ann for a long 
time and that now also applies to her 
husband.’

Dirk Cox has kids in jumping, he 
breeds horses. He came especially 
for Comilfo Plus Z. Unfortunately, 
he did not make an appearance 
because of an injury incurred a few 
weeks before the Open Days. No 
matter, but bad timing. Cox says: ‘I 
have seen him now, anyway, be it in 
his stable.’ Dirk Cox breeds one and 
very occasionally two foals per year. 
We will never see him at Z-Festival: 
‘I can not say goodbye to my horses. 
My two daughters train them and 
when they are 7-yr-olds they really 
must go, for otherwise we get too 
many. And in the meantime you 
hope, like everyone else, to one day 
breed a real good one.’ Dirk Cox is 
not a Z-breeder: ‘My parents bred 
with the BWP and now I do, it has 
become a tradition. I do not have any 
objections against any of the other 
studbooks. But this year I will take 
the step to go to Zangersheide. We 
strongly considered it already last 
year but now we effectively will do it. 
Thanks to Comilfo Plus Z. I am still 
expecting a foal by Toulon and I will 
register that one with Z. You have 
to pay for everything everywhere, 
at least with Zangersheide you get 

something back for your money.’

A group of breeders had heard 
about Gem Twist XX through the 
grapevine and they got curious. 
Because they realise the necessity of 
blood: ‘The foremost showjumping 
horse studbooks have an immense 
amount of power in their stock, 
but they have to be careful not to 
overestimate that. That is what you 
notice at stallion competitions. They 
can sure jump, but they simply lack 
blood, don’t you think? You see a 
lot of horses of which you are sure 
that they can jump anything and at 
the same time you know that they 
will never win anything. They have 
to watch out for that in the future, 
for showjumping horse breeding 
needs blood. But where do you fi nd 
that? At Zangersheide, thanks to the 
clone of Gem Twist XX. We do not 
have to look any further. I believe 
this has been a golden move from 
Zangersheide, Gem Twist Alpha XX 
Z may well become exceptionally 
interesting for breeding!’

And so everybody drove home again 
very carefully but content. With a 
licensed stallion or with a decisive 
argument. With ideas that have 
fi nally become a defi nite choice. for 
some it would be a long drive back, 
the young girls were happy with 
their bag of chips. But everyone was 
motivated.

something back for your money.’




